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Abstract— The propagation loss along a road
that is lined with Delonixregia or flamboyant trees
was studied. The study was for a cellular network
located in Umuahia in Abia State and it frequency
is in the 900 MHz band. The propagation loss is
modeled using the urban, suburban and rural
environments versions of the Ericson model. Field
measurement of path loss was carried out along
the case study path. The prediction performance
of the three versions of the Ericson model was
assessed. The models were also optimized. The
rural Ericson model had the best prediction
performance for both the un-tuned models and for
the tuned models. Particularly, the tuned Ericson
model for the rural area had the least root mean
square error of 2.69 dB and the highest prediction
accuracy of 97.69 %. Consequently, the tuned
model was recommended for path loss prediction
in the case study area.
Keywords — Ericsson model, path loss,
empirical path loss model, model optimization,
prediction accuracy, path loss prediction
performance
I. INTRODUCTION
Many major roads and some streets in the urban
areas are lined with landscaping trees [1,2,3,4,5,6].
Apart from providing shade, some of the trees have
beautiful flowers and colorful leaves that add value
and beauty to the environment. In any case, these
trees present additional loss to wireless signal
propagating through the path where they are located
[7,8,9,10,11].
In this paper, propagation loss for a cellular network in
a suburban part of Umuahia in Abia State is studied.
The path is a road lined with Delonixregia or
flamboyant trees [12,13,13,14,15]. Delonixregia is
one of the most beautiful ornamental trees that is
known for flamboyant display of flowers. The study in
this paper seeks to characterize the path loss along
the case study road with the urban, suburban and
rural environments versions of the Ericson model
[16,17,18,19,2]. The study will use empirically
measured path loss obtained in the case path to
evaluate the Ericson models and then optimized the
models for improved path loss prediction. The best
model will be identified and the exact mathematical
expression for the selected model will be derived.

II. ERICSSON PATH LOSS MODEL
In the Ericsson model, path loss is computed using
the following mathematical expressions
[16,17,18,19,2];
𝐿𝑃𝐸 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 (log10 (𝑑)) + 𝑎2 (log10 (ℎ𝑏 )) +
𝑎3 {log10 (ℎ𝑏 )(log10 (𝑑))} − 3.2 log10 (11.75ℎ𝑚 )2 +
𝑔(𝑓) (1)
Where f is the frequency in MHz, ℎ𝑚 is the receiver
antenna height in meters, ℎ𝑏 is the transmitter antenna
height in meters and g(f) is defined as follows;
𝑔(𝑓) = 44.49(log10 (𝑓)) − [4.78(log10 (𝑓))2 ]
(2)
The model has provision for the path loss in different
terrains, such as, the urban, the suburban and the
rural environments. The values of the parameters
(𝑎0 ,𝑎1 ,𝑎2 ,𝑎3 ) for the different types of terrains are
given in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameter Values For Ericsson Model
(Source :[16,17,18,19,2])
Environment
Rural
Suburban
Urban

𝑎0
45.95
43.20
36.20

𝑎1
100.6
68.63
30.20

𝑎2
12
12
12

𝑎3
0.1
0.1
0.1

III. THE EMPIRICAL MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN
The empirical measurement was for a 900MHz
cellular network signal. The measurement was carried
out in Umuahia Abia State along a street that is lined
with Delonixregia or flamboyant tree. A wireless
network site survey android app, G-NetTrack Lite 8.0
was installed on a Samsung Galaxy S4 mobile phone.
The mobile phone was then used to capture the
received signal strength, the longitude and the latitude
of the measurement point, the base station
information and other relevant data for the study. The
haversine formula [21] was used to calculate the
distance between the base station and each of the
measurement points using the data points’ longitude
and latitude. The haversine formula is given as
follows;
2
𝐿𝐴𝑇 −𝐿𝐴𝑇𝑚 2
𝐿𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑏 −𝐿𝑂𝑁𝐺𝑚 2
𝑑 = 2𝑟 { √sin ( 𝑏
) + cos(𝐿𝐴𝑇𝑚 ) cos(𝐿𝐴𝑇𝑏 ) sin (
) } (3)
2
2
Latitude (LAT) in Radians =
Longitude (LONG) in Radians =

(LAT in Degrees ∗ 3.142)
180
(LONG in Degrees ∗ 3.142)
180

(4)
(5)

Where
LATb and LATm are the latitude of the base station and
the mobile unit respectively
LONGb and LONGm are the longitude of the base
station and the mobile unit respectively
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d is the distance between the two coordinates , R is
the radius of the earth = 6371 km ; R varies from
6356.752km at the poles to 6378.137 km at the
equator
The field measured RSSI was used to determine the
measured path loss (PLm(dB) ) as follows:
PLm(dB) = Pt + Gt + Gr – Lt - GLr – RSSI (6)
where Gt and Gr are the transmitter and the receiver
antenna gain respectively,Pt is the transmitter power
of the base station, Lt and Lr are losses at the
transmitter and the receiver and all the parameters
arespecified in dB scale.
The measured path loss is used to evaluate the
prediction performance of the Ericsson model. The
root mean square error (RMSE) and prediction
accuracy, PA(%) are used as the performance
measures where;
2

1

𝑁
𝑅MSE = √{ [∑𝑖𝑖 =
= 1 (𝑃𝐿𝑚(𝑖) − 𝑃𝐿𝑝(𝑖) )]} (7)
𝑁

1

|𝑃𝐿𝑚(𝑖) −𝑃𝐿𝑝(𝑖) |

𝑁

𝑃𝐿𝑚(𝑖)

𝐏𝐀(%) = {1 − (∑𝑖=𝑁
𝑖=1 |

|)} * 100% (8)

Where the predicted path loss in dB is denoted as
𝑃𝐿𝑝(𝑖) , themeasured path loss in dB is denoted
𝑃𝐿𝑚(𝑖) , and the total number of measurement data
points considered in the analysis is denoted as N. The
RMSE optimized Ericsson model is given as;

𝐿𝑃𝐸𝑂𝑃𝑇 =
𝑖=𝑁
∑
𝐿𝑃𝐸 + RMSE for 𝑖 = 1 (𝑃𝐿𝑚(𝑖) − 𝑃𝐿𝑝(𝑖) ) ≥ 0
{
𝑁
𝐿𝑃𝐸 − RMSE for ∑𝑖𝑖 =
= 1 (𝑃𝐿𝑚(𝑖) − 𝑃𝐿𝑝(𝑖) ) < 0
(9)
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The RSSI obtained during the field measurement is
shown in Figure 1. Minimum RSSI value of about -76
dB occurred at a distance of 1.44 Km from the base
station. The field measure path loss and the un-tuned
Ericson model predicted path loss using the urban,
suburban and rural environments versions of the
Ericson model are presented in Figure 2. Similar
results for the tuned Ericson model are given in Figure
3 while the prediction performance is given in Figure
4. Among the three versions of the Ericson model, the
rural model had the best prediction performance both
for the un-tuned models and the tuned models. In all,
the best model is the tuned Ericson model for the rural
area which had the least RMSE of 2.69 dB and the
highest prediction accuracy of 97.69 %. Essentially,
the path loss along the case study path is best
characterized with the tuned Ericson model for the
rural area. The tuned Ericson model for the rural
area is given as;
𝐿𝑃𝐸𝑂𝑃𝑇 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 (log10 (𝑑)) + 𝑎2 (log10 (ℎ𝑏 )) +
𝑎3 {log10 (ℎ𝑏 )(log10 (𝑑))} − 3.2 log10 (11.75ℎ𝑚 )2 +
𝑔(𝑓) + 10.99 (10)
where𝑎0 = 45.95, 𝑎1 = 100.6, 𝑎2 = 12 and 𝑎3 = 0.1.
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Figure1 The field measure RSSI (dB)
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Figure 2 Field measure path loss and the un-tuned Ericson model predicted path loss for the urban, suburban and
rural environments
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Figure 3 Field measure path loss and the tuned Ericson model predicted path loss for the urban, suburban and
rural environments
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Figure 4 Path Loss Prediction Performance for the models
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V. CONCLUSION
The path loss for a cellular network is modeled using
the urban, suburban and rural environments versions
of the Ericson model. Field measurement of path loss
was carried out and the measured path loss was used
to assess the prediction performance of the three
versions of the Ericson model. Among the un-tuned
models, the Ericson model for rural area gave the best
prediction. The models were also optimized using the
root mean square error method. Again, the tuned
Ericson model for rural area gave the best prediction.
The tuned model was then recommended for path
loss prediction in the case study area.
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